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Elevator Pitch
A firm, consistent, and cohesive presence on the world wide web is vital for any kind
of business. It can be a beneficial marketing solution for those who invest in what the
internet has to offer.
However, not all practices are bound to be successful as most of them do not support
a website’s easy accessibility and general marketing strategy.
In the present website management strategy report, solutions against those problems
are described and, if followed faithfully, a satisfactory result will be achieved, such
as high page ranking in Google search and attraction of a lot of website visitors, thus
dominating the online competition.
The Ocean View Farmhouse website should convey a pleasant and attractive mood.
Offering an image slide gallery in the homepage is essential in helping the visitor
depict the enterprise’s values easily, and including a virtual tour or video of the
facilities is a strong tool against the competitors. Additionally, in order to increase the
visitors’ satisfaction, the website should include special offers and discounts, a decent
online booking system, an effective map with directions, and should incorporate
interactive solutions such as Social Media buttons, a TripAdvisor panel, and an
effective contact form. More importantly, useful content, in respect to the new and
the returning customers’ demands, such as contact details or an about us page, can
really make the website outrun its competitors.
In conclusion, in order to achieve the above, the owners need to be able to manage
the website easily. Therefore, a little technical training will be incorporated to
familiarize them with the basics of web management.
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Competitor Research
The following research analysis was conducted in order to indicate exemplary points
that competitive Bed&Breakfast websites in Padstow field show or examples that
should be avoided. Both should be taken into consideration in building the Ocean View
Farmhuse website.
To gather the most popular websites, the “bed and breakfast padstow” query was
inserted in the Google Search field as depicted below. Four representative examples
of findings were chosen for analysis. They range in quality from ineffective to nearly
professional.
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Woodlands Country House
www.woodlands-padstow.co.uk
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1
Brand awareness is aided by placing the Woodlands logo on the top left, a practice
which is the most common in the website industry. However, it is not clickable which
may frustrate visitors who are used to such logos guiding them back to “Home”.

2
Offering a choice of language translations provides a solution to any problems a nonEnglish speaking visitor may encounter in comprehending the contents, and thus
aiding the website’s appeal outside the UK borders.

3
An image slider (a box where images are displayed one after the other automatically),
built using flash technology, is offered but there is no option of scrolling through
images. In addition, flash is a dated technology, making it inaccessible from certain
devices such as mobile phones.

4
The navigation the website offers is unsuccessful as it is confusing, offering too many
options and even duplicating the same link (“Availability” and “Rooms”), which is
totally unnecessary. In addition, the navigational bars are located too close to each
other. It would be better if some menus were merged. For instance, pages such as
the “Enquiries”, which contains a contact form, can be merged with the “Contact Us”
one along with any other relevant content such as the “Location” page. Similarly, the
“Tariff” page can be merged with “Rooms” and “Availability” pages. At the very end,
the target is to enable visitors to navigate with a minimal but informal navigational
system.

5
Including the enterprise’s award badges and achievements is relevant and a good
practice, but positioning them in such an obvious place before the page fold is both
distracting and inelegant. They should rather be placed in smaller icons on the footer
of the page than in the middle, where they divert the visitor’s attention. Instead, it
is a better practice to place the description blurb, which can be found below, in this
location.

6
The Social Media feed via Twitter is a good practice, but the style and placement
is unprofessional. It should be smaller, quoting one twit, and placed where it is
expected, usually at the bottom of the page.

7
Wrongly aligned pictures of the rooms are placed here, giving an unaesthetic look
due to the imbalanced space on the left and right. However, it is unnecessary to place
them there, as they could be merged with the image slider. That way, space is saved
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and the visitors won’t have to scroll through the whole website to find the information
they are looking for.

8
Likewise, the rooms’ descriptions should be omitted from the homepage and merged
with the corresponding page, that is the “Rooms” one. No matter how useful this
description may seem to be, such a large text should be avoided. It is better to offer
a short and cohesive, easy-to-read description.

9
Below the rooms’ description, two buttons guiding the visitors to environmental and
accessibility statements can be found. It is not necessary to place them here. Instead
they could be offered as links in the footer.
Next, a TripAdvisor Application Programming Interface (API) can be seen. It is
appropriate to incorporate it since it is common among this genre of websites. Past
visitors can post their reviews and that way potential clients can get other customers’
opinions fast and efficiently. By using this method, users’ comments are automatically
added to the enterprise’s page on TripAdvisor, thus making it easy to find the website
in search engines. However, the positioning of that API is inappropriate, as it should
be placed in a more prominent location of the website.

Woodlands Country House Conclusion

Generally speaking, the website looks rather outdated because it contains lots of
information which can confuse the visitor. In addition, creating a long website is bad
practice because it repels visitors since they do not like scrolling constantly to find
valuable content.
The main body’s typography font choice is “Arial” which is readable on screen but
lacks personality. Additionally, a number of typing errors throughout the website
diminish its reputation.
The shape of the mouse pointer, which changes when the user hovers it over the main
content, confuses the user who would normally expect a special meaning from that
change which does not exist.
Finally, the colour choice is not great. The green and grey schemes make the whole
look uninteresting.
Even though the website needs a lot of improvement to reach the common acceptable
standards, it ranks first on Google search. Threre are several factors that may lead to
this result, one of which is the effective Search Engine Optimization (SEO). Further
details for an effective SEO are described in a later corresponding chapter.
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Pendeen House

www.pendeenhousepadstow.com
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1
There is only a resemblance of an unclickable logo placed in front of a banner
displaying a nice picture. That way, the enterprise’s identity is absent, making it
difficult for visitors to become familiar with a particular brand awareness.

2
The award badges are scattered throughout the website, which is distracting. Once
again, they should be placed all in one place at the bottom of the website.

3
The navigational bar is fairly inferior and somewhat generic, as many links are offered
and its look feels obsolete. Some links should be amalgamated into only one, such
as the “The Bay Room”, “The Estuardy Room”, “The Beach Room”, and the “View the
House”. The “Visitors Book” could be merged with the “Special Offers” in a new link
called “Services”, so that visitors who would like to view what the enterprise has to
offer can check what other customers said.

4
The images do not seem professional, for it seems that an amateur photographer
took them. Additionally, they are not well aligned and they are too small for the
website visitor to see. Thus, they do not give a good impression at all. It would be
better if they were offered through an image slider/carousel.

5
The visitor’s counter is completely pointless as it is an outdated practice.

Pendeen House Conclusion

This website is quite simple and uninteresting. The centered alignment of the content
makes it hard for the user to read, especially when it changes to left alignment in the
other pages of the website. Additionally, the blue to white gradient and the general
colour choice gives an outdated feeling.
Space for improvement is obvious at first sight.
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Coswarth House

www.coswarthhouse.com
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1
The brand identity which is clear and concise is located in a prominent place in the
website, helping visitors to recognize it instantly.

2
The navigational system is, once again, poor and needs consideration. Too many links
are gathered and the secondary vertical navigational system is totally unnecessary
as it makes the visitor feel flooded with too much information. In addition, the font
size should be larger and recognizable, so the reader could recognize each section
easily. Some links should be placed in the footer, such as the “Access Statement” and
“Terms”. Thus, most links should be blended in fewer categories to make a minimal,
easy to use navigational bar.

3
Images displayed in this website are good and professional looking but they are not
used in a common acceptable way, for they are confusing and add a cluttered feeling
for the viewer. It would be better if pictures were placed as an image slider/carousel.
In addition, they all should be clickable so the viewer would be able to see them in
larger size and not to direct them to new pages as some of the bottom images do.
Furthermore, the lack of an image gallery is obvious. Instead, pictures are scattered
throughout the website. That way, visitors who wish to see pictures are possibly lost
customers. Finally, the two pictures in the middle of the page, “Massage” and “About
Us”, are confusing as they steer the users to their representative pages but their
description below each is not clickable even though it seems to be.

4
Once again, award badges are scattered throughout the page. It is confusing and
distracting for the visitor and they should be placed in a smaller size all together in
one place in the footer.

5
Implementing TripAdvisor is a very good practice, but the positioning of this API is not
good as it is larger than expected, confusing and badly aligned with the page’s layout.
A somewhat smaller size is highly advisable and a good alignment with the remaining
page is urgently needed so it does not affect the aesthetic feeling of the page.

6
The message contained in this space is constrained and suffocating among so many
items on the left and right. Some white space should be allowed on all sides. It would
be better if the choice of typography (font choice and font size) also changed so that
it could emit a more personal note. In addition, a shorter, more precise script would
be more effective. The same goes for any other pages of the website where the lack
of imagination is apprehensible.
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7
Social Media is another good practice. However, in this particular website, it is not
aesthetic because it is tamped by the vertical navigational bar.

Coswarth House Conclusion

This website is quite crammed with information and this has good and bad side
effects; visitors will be able to find what they are looking for, but it may require more
effort than it should to do so. The layout of the page is bad as it is clear that there
is lack of alignment positioning which would help readability and effectiveness in
conveying the website’s “message” to its customers. So, the page styling is different
page by page. In some pages the content has no white space between text and the
page borders, which is aesthetically unappealing.
If some website visitors wish to resize the text so that they can read the text in larger
size, a problem occurs. The texts overlap one another and blend together, making the
text unreadable. That’s unfortunate for the enterprise because it hurts its credibility.
The layout should clearly be reconsidered.
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Treann House

www.treannhousepadstow.co.uk
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1
The branding is effectively displayed on the website and the typography used is
repeated throughout the page, giving a professional look. The use of a tagline is wise,
but it is not really necessary to repeat the business’ name even though it does not
diminish the value of the website.
In addition, the use of contact information beside the logo is a great idea as it is a
prominent position and will help users quickly come in contact if they need to do so.
By clicking the email address, the corresponding email program that the website
visitor is used to opens and this is a good practice as certain customers may use their
own email program to send email.

2
The navigation system is fairly clearer than previous competitive websites; however,
it would be better if the links it contains were hidden by the use of a dropdown menu
technique or even better by making these links obvious or lightened up by hovering
the mouse pointer over them. The font size should be a bit larger to aid readability.
The separation of each category using a slash symbol is really unnecessary and
amateurish. Even though the categorization of each link seems to need some further
consideration, it is satisfactorily planned. The implementation of a Blog category is a
great idea which will help the website generate new related content which is good for
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) and the findability of the website.

3
Images used are professional looking and at a satisfactory size. However, once again,
it would be better if the user could enlarge them and even browse the photo gallery.
In addition, the newspaper quotes add credibility to the business as they are used in
a beautiful way.

4
The description blurb’s styling is great, giving a corresponding classic feeling which
seems to match the logo of the website and the feelings that derive from the pictures.
However, the font size should be a bit larger to aid readability. Additionally, some
horizontal alignment with the newspaper article would be necessary so to give a
complete professional feeling.

5
This is the first one of the competitive websites that seems to use the award badges
so effectively. It makes sense and it is appropriate for the website which is greatly
aided in being usable and visually pleasant.
The bottom navigation system is successful; however, not all links are necessary
and they should be reduced only to those which are important, such as the “Contact
Treann”, the “Access Statement”, and the “Home” page.
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Treann House Conclusion

This website is effective in conveying a pleasant message to the visitor as it is not
filled with dense content and it contains aesthetic sections and white space that aid
readability. The luxurious and pleasant look it has repays its owners for their efforts.
This website seems to be the toughest competitor. It is well organized and it
implements several features such as a blog, which give it a professional and pleasant
look. However, reaching and surpassing its standards is possible. This can easily be
done by adding some additional features such as the TripAdvisor API, Social Media
and by building Ocean View Farmhouse website responsibly.

General Conclusions
An important conclusion that can be derived from all the previous Bed and Breakfast
examples is that no matter how well the website is organized and how good it looks,
there are other factors that can affect the page’s rank in Google search with the
search keywords as explained before that analysis. For instance, Treann House seems
to be one of the most attractive websites among its competitors; however, it ranks
fifth among other similar websites. Such factors may be a good SEO construction of
the website, the large variety of services that a website but also a B&B house offers,
and a sustainable responsibility to the visitors’ demands that finally may push them
to express their satisfaction by writing positive reviews and thus helping Ocean View
Farmhouse gain popularity among other B&B houses.
Certain observations can be derived, by analyzing the existing competitive websites,
about the functionality and content which needs to be implemented in the Ocean View
Farmhouse website.
First of all, the website must be minimal to provide a professional look.
Online booking and availability checker is apparently necessary as most users now
expect to be able to check dates easily and fast.
Contact information should be placed in a prominent position on the website so
visitors will be able to contact at ease.
For SEO purposes, a blog, TripAdvisor API and/or Social Media has to be implemented
as well. That way the website will be able to generate content which will direct
searchers to the Ocean View Farmhouse website.
Award and Achievements Badges should be placed at the bottom of the website.
Treann House website has done it effectively.
Translation of the website in other languages would be a good idea as it will attract
potential non-English speaking visitors.
Finally, it is worth noting that none of the analyzed websites contain revenue streams,
so it would be inappropriate to implement any of those in Ocean View Farmhouse, as
it will diminish the value of the website against its competitors.
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Content Strategy
For the website to become a cutting edge leader against its competitors, the
information architecture and the content strategy are of top priority. The key to a
successful strategy is to focus on the website’s target group and connect the website
with their interests. The content must be rich, informal, honest, short, precise and
updated regularly. If the website fails to deliver any of these sections, it is very
possible that potential customers will search in other competitive websites. Thus,
hiring a professional is strongly recommended to aid in writing the content of the
website and providing the pictures and video for the website.

Recommended Content
The chart below is a summary of the website’s recommended content.
Category

About Us

Accommodation

Padstow

Articles

Content

About Us

Information about Ocean View
Farmhouse enterprise, owners &
background

Rooms

Descriptions of Rooms and Services

Availability & Pricing

Booking System and Prices

Breakfast Menu

Breakfast Menu

Gallery

Media Gallery (photos, videos, etc)

Sightseeing & Attractions

Tourist information for Padstow and
links

Restaurants

Recommended Restaurants and links

Sports & Leisure

Information for activities and links

Health Centres & Hospital

Information and links
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Contact Us

Contact details and contact form

Location

Google map & directions

Award Badges

Award & Achievements Badges

Policies

Policies (cancellation, environmental
etc) & Access Statement

Terms & Conditions

Terms & Conditions details

Blog

Blog

Social Media

Twitter, Facebook, Google+

TripAdvisor

TripAdvisor API

Contact Us

Footer

Extras

Recommended Content Analysis
About Us

This category consists of an “About Us” page with a short description of the Ocean
View Farmhouse enterprise and its owners. A short background of the owners is
strongly recommended, for it will give a personal touch that will make visitors feel
warm and familiar with a friendly enterprise.

Accommodation

“Accommodation” category contains four sections; “Rooms”, “Availability & Pricing”,
“Breakfast Menu”, and “Gallery”.
The “Rooms” page will describe the enterprise’s facilities and services provided such
as internet or tv. This page should provide a particular way (for a certain room) to
proceed to the “Availability & Pricing” page in case that visitors wish to book after
they read the descriptions.
The “Availability & Pricing” page will provide the website visitors with a decent
booking system which will help them check availabilities and prices for the chosen
days, as well as a general pricing summary. A similar example of this system can be
seen at the Treann House website. However, it lacks interactivity which, though, will
be implemented for the Ocean View Farmhouse website.
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The “Breakfast Menu” page, as expected, should provide information about the
Breakfast menu.
The “Gallery” page should contain a professional media library to display pictures
from the Ocean View Farmhouse. In addition, some videos or a 360° photography
portraying the facilities and the local area would be a good idea.

Padstow

The “Padstow” category consists of four links: “Sightseeig & Attractions”,
“Restaurants”, “Sports & Leisure”, and “Health Centres & Hospital”. This section should
provide tourist information about the local area, its restaurants, activities and health
facilities. Including these pages is essential as potential customers will be attracted
to such an informative website and may lead to their booking accommodations
on it. This content should be carefully and impartially written because, if certain
descriptions seem to favour partnerships (such as a certain restaurant or a sport
agent), visitors will disregard the website after they realize they were propelled away
from the description of the Ocean View Farmhouse. If done effectively, it can greatly
advance SEO purposes as any content used there will often be accessed by search
engines as visitors will use keywords which will be contained on those pages.

Contact Us

The “Contact Us” category includes the contact and location links; “Contact Us” and
“Location”.
These pages will enable visitors and customers to contact the enterprise in case
they need to make an enquiry or they need to find its whereabouts. Specifically, the
“Contact Us” page will contain all information such as telephone number and email
address. Additionally it will contain a contact form to assist customers that wish to
contact Ocean View Farmhouse right away. The location page should contain a clear
description of the enterprise’s location. Furthermore, it is important that these pages,
as well as the rest of the website, are accessible from a handheld device, in case the
visitor needs to select data from the website while on the road.

Footer

The bottom of the page, known as the footer, will contain the award badges, a
bottom navigation bar and important declarations such as the Policies and Terms &
Condition Statements. It is advised that the footer remains alike for every page of
the Ocean View Farmhouse website. An example of this footer can be found at Treann
House website. However, the bottom navigation bar must in no way copy the main
navigation bar as depicted in the previous exemplary website, but instead contain
only what is necessary. Thus, if the footer is created installing these details there, a
personal but professional touch will develop in the main body of the website.
It is important to include the Environmental and Cancellation Policies as well as the
Accessibility and Term & Condition Statements , as they will not only depict the caring
touch of the Ocean View Farmhouse owners, but also will help the website stay clear
from unwanted problems. Thus, these links must be repeated in a prominent manner
in certain pages, such as the rooms’ descriptions, so that the website visitors will be
able to check them quickly.
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Extras

The Extras’ category contains any additional features or content that is to be
implemented in the website such as Social Media, blog and a TripAdvisor API. Any
potential feature that may be necessary in the future and falls under similar criteria,
may be included in this category, but a special treatment/implementation must be
undertaken by the web design agency to ensure that any installation of such a feature
will be applied without technical issues.
Adding these extras will help the website be updated regularly and gain internet
traffic as articles will attract internet users who seek similar content that will be
added to the website and thus advance the SEO purposes of the website. Thus, it is
recommended that the blog be updated at least once every week, but the more often
it is, the better. The content needs to be creative, informative and useful; otherwise
it will diminish the website’s value. Adding interesting and content related images is
highly advisable.
Social Medias will promote the website in other social platforms and it is a good
idea if a Facebook Page account is created for Facebook users, but this is not really
necessary. A twitter account, though, would be a better idea as short messages
can be sent by the B&B business to the customers’ network and some potential
customers may be informed about Ocean View Farmhouse that way. Finally, Google+,
a newcomer in Social Media marketing, is, hopefully, an advantageous feature which
should be added.
All extras must be carefully planned and incorporated in a prominent position into
the website which, however, won’t divert the visitors’ attention. An example of doing
it so, can be seen here: http://www.joomla.org/25 but it is suggested that it be
implemented in the footer instead of the top of the page.

Notes

It is good practice to include links of other enterprises such as restaurants or sport
agents, as it will help users to get a better view of their choices and in that way the
website visitors will regard it as informative and helpful in making their decisions.
The information architecture of the website may change slightly, especially after the
three (3) month intervals that are planned with the Ocean View Farmhouse owners
for discussions and progress analysis. For details about these intervals, check the
corresponding chapter.
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Involved Costs
The following information is an approximate estimation for the cost of the website
content creation. Costs may greatly vary depending on Mr. and Mrs. Smith’s
preferences for the contents of the website and the company or the professional
agent they choose to undertake the process.
However, our agency can supply any one of these needs and the pricing is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Property Photography from £120, per day.
Food Photography from £125, per day.
Video Shooting from £6 per second (£360 per minute) plus editing.
Hiring models for images from £350 per hour and per person.
Copywriting and content generation service from £1900 for the total website (plus
sufficient customer service for six months).
• Keyword research and SEO optimization from £20 per page.
• Image editing from £85 per day.
Alternatively, a stock of images can be created for future usage so pricing is as
follows:
• Property Photography from £50 per 20 images.
• Food Photography from £55 per 20 images.
For translating the pages into other languages pricing is as follows:
• £30 per page in German, French, Italian and Spanish.
• £45 per page in any other language.
Note: To ensure that the translation serves SEO purposes, an additional amount of
£25 and £35 accordingly will be charged.
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Technology Solution
CMS
For meeting the clients’ expectation to handle the content of the website and update
it by themselves, a Content Management System (CMS) is required. For this, various
CMSs were taken under consideration, as there exist a large variety of choices, from
commercial to open source solutions. At first commercial CMSs were considered
because these offer an easier user interface (UI) such as Perch and PyroCMS (Pro
Version). However, the chosen one was Joomla!, an open source solution. The reason
behind this choice was that it will help the owners to diminish the total cost of their
website and, with some training from our agency (for free), they will be able to
handle their website easily.
Joomla! is constantly updated by an online community of users, developers and
programmers and it is supported approximately by 10,000 extensions and plugins
at the moment. Any problems which may occur can be solved by posting on the
corresponding forum.

Extensions and Plugin Modules
For the full functionality of the website, according to the owner’s wishes, a CMS
solution needs to be implemented with extensions and plugins. Some of the solutions
are commercial and some of them are not.

Online Booking System

The most essential plugin to be installed is the online booking system and the
suggested one is the Icebooking extension, a simple but powerful reservation
system. With this extension, reservations can be managed online and daily prices and
discounts set based on the number of nights’ stays. It also comes with built-in PayPal
support through which booking status is updated automatically once payment has
been completed or refunded.
Some other features of this extension are described by the vendor as follows:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Book by night or day.
Pricing by guest count.
Set min/max booking days.
Set max date bookable in future.
Set initial deposit percentage.
Set daily prices with easy to use interface, each item can be associated with
different price category.
Multi language support makes it easy to accept reservations in a multi language
website, and all texts can be customised from within the component including the
booking item names and email receipts. Works well with Joom!Fish.
Customisable receipts based on parameters from the booking.
Customers can see other available items for the selected dates.
Show availability on the frontend where customer can easily see which dates are
available and which ones are cheapest.
Special view for those who rent on weekly basis.

The feature costs £40 for one domain.
Alteratively, there is the BookingBug Calendar Widget which offers similar services,
which however is more expensive as a minimum subscription of £15 per month is
required.

Gallery Slider/Carousel

Simple Image Gallery plugin should be used for the presentation of the website’s
images. This extension allows images to be displayed on screen utilizing JavaScript
technologies. A window pops out upon clicking on images, as depicted on images
above, easing that way the view of the pictures.
This feature is free of charge.
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Contact Form

For an interactive contact form solution, J DContact plugin can be utilized.
J DContact, as the vendor declares, is an Ajax technology “contact us” module where
data is sent to admin and user without page refresh.
This feature is free of charge.

Multi-language Translation

If the Ocean View Farmhouse owners do not wish to hire a professional translator
to edit the website pages in different languages in order to avoid additional costs
as suggested, the GTranslate plugin is the suggested solution. It basically uses the
Google Translate engine to translate text into other languages.
This feature is free of charge.
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Training and Ongoing Support
For managing the Joomla! CMS, basic training will be needed to provide the clients
with sufficient knowledge to handle their website on their own.
Our agency provides training which is included in the total price and this will ensure
that owners will be capable of managing and modifying their website according to
their wishes.
Training includes topics such as:
• Article, image, link, and contact form creation and manipulation
• Extensions’ manipulation and implementation of new ones
• Social Media
• Avoiding and correcting errors
• Technical issues
The desirable target is to supply the clients with sufficient CMS knowledge before the
first monthly interval.
Further support will be provided for free for the next 6 months.
This is a sufficient period for ensuring that clients are able to handle any issues on
their own after the expiration of free support.

Hosting Solution
The website needs to be constantly online on the internet, so a decent server to host
it has to be chosen.
Hosting costs may vary depending on each hosting company and services that they
offer. However, if Ocean View Farmhouse owners wish, they will be able to host
their website on our agency’s server, which guarantees a 99.5% uptime and weekly
backups of the website.
The cost is about £70 to £120 per year, depending on the size and the content that
the website will include.
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Internet Marketing Plan
An efficient internet marketing plan is essential to ensure that users and potential
customers detect and use the website.
The following marketing plan consists of SEO (On-site and Off-site SEO), Keyword
Research, Google Places, Search Engine Advertising, Social Media and Blogging
Marketing, Email Marketing, Google Analytics, Domain Name, and Offline Marketing.
A large variety of Search Engines such as Yahoo!,
Bing, Ask exist. Ηowever, Google dominates as
the image on the right depicts, so most of
the research is based on that search engine.

Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)
The Search engines’ aim is to provide users with the most relevant web pages ranked
by popularity according to the query or keyword(s) entered into them. Thus, SEO is
the process that ensures a search engine will crawl the content of the website and
rank it as high as possible.

On-Site SEO

This refers to the website content that is controlled by the webmaster, and how it can
be optimised for maximum search engine understanding, exposure and ranking.
The contents of a site must be rich in keywords used by search engines like Google.
Thus, a skilled copywriter has to be used to ensure that these keywords will be
included in the website. For advancing SEO purposes, a considerable number of
keywords have to be used in the structural scripting language of the website (HTML).
Some of these keywords can be added through the CMS provided, in that case
Joomla!. Examples are the page title of the website, the heading titles of articles, any
“meta”, image descriptions, and anchor text/navigational links required. However, in
some cases that is not enough and it is advisable that an expert is hired to optimize
those keywords on a yearly basis.
Warning: Several dishonest SEO tricks (Black Hat tricks) exist that are used to dupe
search engines. However, most search engines are privy to those techniques so the
website should never include any of these; otherwise, it risks being banned from all
search listings.

Off-Site SEO

This refers to the outside influences on a website’s ranking beyond the webmaster’s
control. Such are the quality and quantity of inbound links and social media signals.
Inbound links are links from other websites directed to a certain website. This is
usually achieved when the website contains qualitative and informative content
that other websites want to display for their readers. The best practice to achieve
satisfactory results is to generate original content regularly.
In order to apply this to the Ocean View Farmhouse website, it will help to build a
good online relationship with other local enterprises such as restaurants , tourist
offices, and sport agents. That way exchanging inbound links is feasible.
Additionally, other relevant websites such as TripAdvisor, Lonely Planet, and any
similar genre can be contacted so Ocean View Farmhouse can be listed or have a
page there.
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Keyword Research
Keyword research is the process by which one can find and research actual terms
entered into the search engines. Thus, keyword research assists websites in achieving
better rankings in their desired keywords if the latter are incorporated effectively into
the content.
One reliable, trustworthy, affordable and accurate method available is the process of
conducting keyword research by interviewing the people associated with the desired
company that a website is prepared for. Asking them what they would type into a
search engine to find a certain genre of a website will derive results that can be
used in SEO keyword tools such as the Google Keyword Tool which will return similar
keywords classified by popularity for terms entered. Such keywords for the term “bed
and breakfast padstow” are the following:

After the search is conducted, a list of 10-20 highly focused keywords have to be
gathered. These must be a mix of both broad and targeted keywords, as the website
needs both to rank well.
Broad terms are important as they describe what the website is about in general
terms but can’t increase the level of qualified traffic coming into the website. That
means certain visitors may be unsure of what the website is about. However, broad
terms may attract visitors that entered similar keywords and who were not aware
of the existence of the particular website. They may actually turn into potential
customers if the content provided is interesting and qualified.
Targeted terms will help bring qualified traffic, that is, visitors that are highly potential
customers. Since the targeted terms strengthen the theme created with the broader
phrases, potential customers will be those who used specific keywords to find what
they were looking for.
After this stage of keyword research is over, the keywords collected should be used
as suggested on “On-Site SEO” Chapter, that is, into the content of the website and in
the structural scripting language of the website (HTML). As a reminder, some of these
keywords can be added through the CMS provided.
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Suggested keywords to be researched and incorporated into the Ocean View
Farmhouse website are “luxurious”, “relaxing” and “quiet” as these are words which
the client has used to describe the business. Other additional keywords could be
“boutique”, “Ocean”, “Cornwall”, “nice”, “Eden Project” and “Rick Stein Seafood
Restaurant”.
Other keyword tools are the paid services WordTracker and WordStream which,
however, are quite expensive. Other suggested tools are Thesaurus and Google
Suggest for locating synonyms and related word suggestions.

Google Places
Google Places is a free online listing directory such as the traditional Yellow Pages.
Once a business has verified its listing, it can enhance the business’ Google Place
page by adding photos, videos, coupons, and even real-time updates like weekly
specials. Listing verification gives the business a chance to share even more
information with Google, thus offer to visitors a tool to gather further information
about the business. In addition, the business may acquire a spotted location in Google
Maps by declaring its geographic coordinates that indicate its exact position, a vital
implementation for the Ocean View Farmhouse website.

Search Engine Advertising
Search engine advertising refers to the paid search service that Google, Bing and
Yahoo! offer so that the advertiser banner will appear in a separated section on the
top of search engine results. By using this method, the advertiser is able to target
audiences under specific criteria such as chosen keywords, or regions related to the
business. The pricing is based on a pay per click (ppc) model which means that a
payment rate is applied for each link clicked.
However, this service is not always a payback expense, as SEO offers the better
value for money in search marketing which ensures similar results at an affordable
cost in the long term. So it is not necessary to apply it on the Ocean View Farmhouse
website.
On the other hand, Facebook ppc model should be considered in case that a Facebook
Page of the Ocean View Farmhouse is created as it targets potential customers and
links the business with them.

Social Media & Blogging Marketing
Social Media

Social media is the most powerful marketing channel on the internet and search
engines take resources from these to influence their ranking results.
Facebook is by far the most popular social network and Twitter comes in second.
So it is vital that Ocean View Farmhouse build a Facebook profile page to promote
the website and the business. With careful promotion marketing and, if desired, the
Facebook ppc model service, the business will be able to get the best benefits by
implementing Facebook in their business. Thus, effective results will be achieved,
directing traffic to the business’ website.
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By implementing a Twitter account to the business, small messages, the “tweets”, are
sent to customers or to potential ones. Installing it into the website will aid the SEO
purposes and provide a caring touch of the company to its customers. Woodlands
Country House has applied it to their website even though it is ineffective in
appearance.
Below is a suggestion for Media Marketing:

Facebook

Twitter

Professional photography

Responses to questions, comments and
mentions

Photos from staff

Retweets of positive feedback

Photos from guests and fans

Retweets of other resources

Curated lifestyle content

Recommendations

New amenity announcements

Media mentions

Staff interviews or profiles

Questions

Polls and surveys

Contests

Syndicated content from other networks

Real-time information

Contests

Personal thoughts

Deals and special offers

HR and recruiting

Blogging

Blogs comprise a considerable part of online marketing and it is highly suggested that
the Ocean View Farmhouse implement one into its website. It is possible to achieve
an online and personal “face” of the business in order to deliver content to customers
and readers, and to increase the website’s value and its search engine visibility.
As already emphasized, the content needs to be original, creative and unique so as
to deliver qualitative traffic to the website. It is important that the blog be updated
at least once every week. Otherwise, it will deflect badly on the website’s value. It is
also suggested that the blog be supplied with an RSS Feed feature which will enable
readers to keep in touch with the blog’s updates, but it is not urgently necessary if
the content is really useful and informative.
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Email Marketing
This refers to email update services that inform customers and visitors about news
and events from the business. A good relationship between the enterprise and its
customers can be built if email marketing is used carefully and effectively. However,
there is a danger of annoying the subscribers if they do not have the option to
unsubscribe or if the emails are sent too often and they are not aesthetically pleasant
and useful.
Even though it is not necessary, it is suggested that this service be used. Extensions
and plugins for for Joomla! exist that serve those purposes. Another way that it can
be done is by subscribing to online hosted services such as MailChimp or dotMailer.

Google Analytics
Google Analytics (GA) is a free web analytics service that provides detailed statistics
about the visitors to a website generated by Google and it can aid search engine
optimization (SEO) and marketing purposes. By using Google Analytics, the website
owner can increase the Return of Investment (ROI) on marketing campaigns.
Although this powerful service is designed for marketers and technologists, it
is available to anyone with a Google account. It may be intimidating at first for
beginners because of its depth, but, with familiarization through use, one can benefit
from its properties.
At a glance, it shows valuable data for its users. Some of the key features that
compose GA is:
• real time monitoring
• audience statistics such as behaviour, technology used, demographics, mobile
device usage, and social media interaction
• advertising statistics
• content statistics such as page popularity, events, and site speed
• traffic sources overview
• conversion rates
Through the analysis of these statistics, one can answer important questions such as:
• How many visitors is the website getting on a specified time frame?
• Where are the visitors located geographically?
• Did they find the website via a search engine or were they referred by another
website?
• If they used a search engine, what did they type to find the website?
• How long did visitors stay in the website?
• Which pages did visitors visit? What links did they click?
• Which web browser are the visitors using?
• What is their monitor resolution?
• What is their internet connection speed?
• What Operating System did they use?
For the observation of the Ocean View Farmhouse website, a GA account will be
created. It is suggested that owners use it so to receive conclusions about their
website’s traffic.
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Domain Name
The domain name is the business’ online address typed on a web browser’s address
bar that directs users to it. It can be considered as the website’s unique identity.
The impact of a domain name is similar to that of a memorable business identity
(such as Sainsbury, Coca-Cola, Nestle, and Nike). Thus, it is important to choose an
appropriate and memorable name for the Ocean View Farmhouse.
The suggested domain name for the business, OceanViewFarmHouse.co.uk, is
appropriate because it is descriptive and informative.
This domain name is availabe as checked on 123-reg.co.uk. The cost is £5.98 for 2
years.
Additionally, .com suffix is suggested if an international audience is to be targeted as
well, but it is not necessary as the .co.uk suffix is sufficient.

Offline Marketing
Offline Marketing consists of traditional forms of advertising an enterprise. Practising
this form of advertising for promoting the website should not be neglected.
This form of advertising mainly consists of print ads such as flyers, stickers, optical
corporate identity (business cards and stationery) and more.
An important suggestion is that Ocean View Farmhouse produces and follows these
practices such as the business cards and paper stationery where the web address will
be imprinted. In that way, potential customers can find the website. Additionally the
website owners will have to ensure that the website address is included in any other
similar advertising campaign they launch, such as the one in the local press.

Internet Marketing Expense Summary
Summarizing, the website marketing expenses and costs may be kept low if Search
Engine Advertising (Facebook ppc included) is not used finally. Other expenses
such as domain name, offline marketing, and copywriter expenses for SEO (if
implemented) are important and should be paid on a regular basis. For instance, if
the domain name purchasing plan is for 2 years, then it needs to be renewed for this
to function after the 2 year period expires.
On the other hand, it is feasible that a reduction of fees for years 2 and 3 will be
applied if Search Engine Advertising is utilized. Moreover, an increase in website
visitors will occur if the marketing plan is closely followed.
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Revenue Generation
As customers make online bookings for visiting the Ocean View Farmhouse, revenue
will be generated for the website. However, many other methods are available where
the most popular and common one is Google’s advertising network program. It is
called Google Adsense, a program that allows publishers registered in the Google
network of content sites to serve contextual text, image, video and rich media adverts
that are targeted to website content and audience. These adverts are processed by
Google, and they can generate revenue.
Another popular method is by incorporating into the website an Advertising Affiliate
Scheme. With this implemented into Ocean View Farmhouse website, other
companies’ products will be promoted through it and a percentage of the sale will be
allocated per product purchased.
Implementation of any of these revenue generations is not recommended because
they will distract the visitors and diminish its value making it look unprofessional.
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Progress Reviews
For the success of the website it is imperative that 3 monthly intervals are arranged
with the client for reviewing progress and adjusting revises wherever needed. An
additional meeting can be arranged if the client wishes so, but this is rare as, usually,
just three are adequate.

First Meeting

For the first meeting, feedback from the clients will be given regarding their
experience and satisfaction for the website. In the discussion the experience with
their handling the CMS, the Content Management, and the Marketing Strategy will be
examined, as well as if CMS training was adequate. What is important is to ensure
that clients are operating any of these sections properly and sufficient. If not, further
remarks will be discussed and emphasized so to bring the desired results by the
second meeting. In most cases, as clients are still somewhat inexperienced with their
website, this stage of the process mainly involves discussions about the Social Media
and blog manipulation to ensure that internet traffic directed to the website will be
the best possible. Website and Social Media and blog data such as articles posted or
tweets made that will have been analyzed by our agency during the period before
the first meeting will be brought along to aid and support any conclusions made.
All changes and decisions made at this meeting will be applied after the end of the
meeting in the next 1-3 working days accordingly the depth of the changes wished.

Second Meeting

This meeting mainly involves discussions for data analyzed from Google Analytics
service but additional topics that clients wish to bring upon will be included as well.
A closer look on the data presented from Google Analytics will be discussed and to
ensure if the clients hold an adequate understanding about how this service works.
Afterwards, the meeting will focus on discussions and result analysis about
advertisement methods such as Search Engine Advertising, Email Marketing,and
Facebook Marketing, as well as any of Revenue Models that clients chosen to proceed
with.
After the end of this meeting, all changes and decisions made will be applied in the
next working day, thus to improve Web Marketing Strategies.

Third Meeting

Last meeting will be a revision of any previous meetings’ remarks and observations
so to ensure that implementations and adjustments taken during that period are
sufficient and satisfy the customer.

Fourth Meeting (if any)

As stated above, a request for a fourth meeting is rare, but if client wishes this can
be arranged. This discussion includes any of the topics that the client feels to be
discussed.
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